
 

 

 

 

17th Quarterly Meeting minutes, 21st June 2017 

Hosted at AgriSPACE, near Kokstad 

 

1. Welcome, Introductions and Apologies 

Sinegugu, the UCPP chairperson, welcomed everyone to the meeting. 

Introductions by all, see attendance register attached 

Apologies: Joyce Loza (MDTP), Dean Rickets (DEDEAT), Mike Powel (Rhodes University), Tanya Smith (EWT), 

Dans’ile Cindi (SANBI), Pearl Gola (UEIP), Themba Nsibande, Malaika Koali-Lebona (ECPTA) 

2. Minutes of the last meeting and Matters arising 

Minutes read and adopted 

3. Updates and reports from partners 

a. EGS comparative analysis outcome (Kevin Zunckel) 

This training was done for UCPP partners in order to equip them to influence decision makers with realistic 

ecosystem function information. The training was supported by WWF Nedbank GreenTrust funding. The 

purpose for delivering the outcome of the training is to deliver the final product to the UCPP partners to be able 

to engage with the processes identified, especially in their daily work, and update those who were not able to 

attend the training. Training record / reports posted on UCPP website. 

Categories of EGS (ecosystem goods and supporting services that nature provides) produced by SANBI were 

focused on 3 scenarios, with these EGS linked to constituents of social well-being. The comparative analysis 

looked at 3 scenarios, where societal resilience is linked to nature as a foundation, therefore we need to take 

care of it. This tool also forces decision makers to think in different perspectives depending on what they are 

interested in. Scores based on extent to which communities depend on these ecosystem goods and services for 

livelihoods, scoring the capacity of these services to deliver to the communities/beneficiaries. 

Scenario 1:  looks at the current state (status quo) of the environment.  

Scenario 2:  supposes a low road scenario with negative trends e.g. extractive industries, that we need to look at 

to ensure they don’t become worse for example Alien invasive and Soil Erosion;  

Scenario 3: the high road, addressing dynamics in sustainable manner and providing alternatives to enhance 

nature’s capacity to deliver EGS.  

With these scenarios, a scoring system with the range -3 to 3 was used to score natures capacity to deliver 

under each scenario.  

Discussions and questions 

The tool is there to be used by different stakeholders. Each stakeholder owns this tool to be used and also to 

assist the communities to interpret the scenarios happening on their landscape. 

Q: What about population dynamics? Sparsely populated areas, how are they quantified in terms of 

beneficiaries dependency? 



 

How do we take the process forward? Socially? Also considering activities such as mining where people are 

benefiting in terms of jobs. Need to consider mining industries cost of rehabilitation. Should develop socio-

economic environmental awareness. Share and address consequences of such activities. Have platforms that 

will provide an opportunity to understand and share. Also how to we take the model downstream to suit those 

communities. 

b. Rangeland learning exchange (Bongiwe Mafuya) 

Bongiwe gave a brief lessons experience at the Meat Naturally Learning Exchange held in Matatiele on the 16 

and 17th May. Implementation of a project in an area requires involving the community from the start in order 

to assess if it is aligned with the visions they have for their area. Communicate thoroughly and openly, engage 

them so that they can trust the project implementers, learn from them. It is important for implementers to 

involve traditional leadership in their communication strategies as they are the custodians of the land, engage 

with elders as they have indigenous knowledge and they can help to enhance full participation of the entire 

community. Learnt a lot about different grazing management systems and that livestock can be used to 

rehabilitate and restore the land.   

Governance is completely different in some areas especially in Lesotho and SA. It was interesting to find out that 

communities have similar challenges, the gap is that there has not been an opportunity to address them. The 

unfortunate part is that the communities do not know how to make a living out of their livestock so the learning 

exchange was able to show some solutions on how to address these challenges. Some things is equipping 

communities to be capacitated enough to continue working without funding. This encouraged to continue 

working with the Ecoschools in her area, making kids aware of the importance of the environment at a young 

age. The learning exchange also outlined how to prepare and be ready for auctions which is where they want to 

get at. 

Merida: how did the learning exchange emerge? 

Nicky: learning exchange emerged through a lot of people asking how we do things and Matat. We decided to 

have a 2 day event where people from KZN, Lesotho and other parts of the EC (Ndakeni, Sinxaku) came to see, 

learn and share successes and challenges in their landscapes. The first was unpacking the toolkit that was 

developed by UCPP partners in preparation for rangeland management. This was supported by WWF which is 

focusing on WSA and SANBI RDI platform which is a research driven project for the uMzimvubu project.  

Sissie highlighted that all communities have challengesand similar problems whether in Lesotho or SA. Most of 

these communities are livestock rearing communities and the aim is for them to stop seeing themselves as 

livestock owners but livestock farmers in that way they will be taking care of their livestock to make a living out 

of it. We also realise that there are other important reasons for keeping livestock such as for traditional 

purposes, so we have auctions we also make sure they keep some for such and understand that it is important 

for them to do so. Capacitating them in that livestock can be used to rehabilitate degraded land.  

Sine added that the learning exchange provided a platform for people to share and learn. It is easier for people 

to do things once they have seen them. The groups came with their traditional leaders.  

 

c. Research Forum: RPF workshop, RDI platform, Dartmouth (Merida Roets) 

UCPP has a collaboration with high calibre per-degree environmental Dartmouth College students where they 

come visit Matat every year and do a 7 day research. Putting out a call of research projects that they can do fully 

within 7 days and be able to report back. The report session will be aligned with the UCPP quarterly meeting in 

early October. Last year they provided a very useful feedback. The UCPP research forum will come with research 

topics they can work on if there aren’t any received from people.  

The RPFworkshop that was scheduled for June was postponed due to limited responses received. Looking at 

having at least 50 attendees from a wide range of different stakeholders. Some information for RPF will come 

from the SONA as it is a document by the president’s office with high order objectives and goals. Proposed dates 



are 15-17 August 2017. This workshop will look at the status quo of the catchment, review research need and 

look at the program planning steps.  

Nicky: How to use our tools to influence the SONA? 

Merida: SONA gives guidance to problems and work frame how to solve them. Directorate approach. RPF will 

lobby funds to address those problems. RPF will involve stakeholders from community members to government 

departments.  

d. DWS: uMzimvubu classification update (Lawrence Mulangaphuma) 

Water resources classes and resource quality objectives (RQO) is currently on step 3 of the process. The 

inception report focusing on LUA was done and circulated to stakeholders. Currently doing scenarios –n 

scenarios identified will be presented at the PSC meeting in Mthatha on the 18 July. Information was gathered 

through DWS, Municipalities, UCPP, and NLEIP.  

e. Meat naturally update (Gebrand Nel) 

Meat Naturally PTY is a social enterprise making profit. It has a 4 business elements in it.  

Merida: how are auctions scheduled? 

Gerb: currently they are done when communities request them. All they need to do is provide a number of 

livestock on offer so as to see if it’s worth going to that area or not. Currently existing sites do all the necessary 

administration (getting the chief’s stamp for proof of ownership). New sites at different levels of engagement 

and partnerships, looking at Mgwalano, Mvenyana and Colana. 

Kevin suggested that partners run through goods and services and look at water naturally project by 

communities. 

Nicky: WWF is mainly focusing on water so it would be a good exercise to do with communities to see if they 

understand the value of water in livestock and rangeland management.  

Cara: Why is this not done in a commercial set-up? Advise commercial setup to do water farming, which could 

be more profitable. 

Gerb: still building a brand. Currently focusing on veld grazed cattle to get/pay premiums. 

Nicky: there is a research paper on water use, water consumption of each phase of beef processing. This is 

looking at water use for irrigation – pastures raised cattle; crop farming; veld grazing. 

Kedibone: how to get communities to participate in sustainable livestock farming. There is a shocking growth of 

feedlots in SA which is not sustainable. 

Merida: Northern Cape – already brands operating there.Karoo lamb brand – geographic origin. Food and 

mouth disease – process in a certain no. meat cannot come out in red line. 

Gerb: private investor sees potential in canning. Looking at mobile kraal in rural setting. Slaughtering at the site 

is a very huge and has a lot of things that need to be considered. Deboned meat can be sold there. 

Kedibone: need to look at having efficient traceability 

Sissie: currently government involvement, participation and input is very minimal. Cannotrely on them to guide 

us with traceability and marketing. Lesotho vs SA government cooperation, NGO’s in SA do a lot of 

participation.We need to do something to get government participation. NGO funding phases out whereas 

government is always there. Need to find ways that will support sustainable livelihoods. 

Nolufefe: government participating can spear the processes into communities and communities trust them. 

Promote savings and re-investing. 

Kevin: any plans to work with local butcheries? 

Merida: also pay attention to the meat classification system in SA and at the value added products. 



f. Fracking application status (Nicky McLeod) 

The fracking application is currently awaiting record of decision, and local attorney tackling a legal 

objection on behalf of local farmer.  

 

g. Stewardship update:  

65 000ha along watershed being proposed for proclamation at various levels, but needs extensive public 

consultation. Meeting MDTP and DEDEAT about this.  

4. Collaboration and opportunities  

a. AVOCADO vision: green value business chain 

About 2.9 – 6% of usable water is captured by invasive alien plants. DEA NRM projects spending R12 billion to 

solve the problem and employing 48 to 72 000 people. Small businesses could benefit. There is a disconnect 

inherent in the increase of the sector. Employment days increasing while efficiency is decreasing.Clearing= 

biomass = products = opportunities for value added products. For businesses to work, need to look at the profit 

+ risk + compliance. The green business value chain programme funded commercially for 5 years to work in 3 

catchments, uMzimvubu is one of them. 4 pathways for this project viz research, alien clearing, biomass output. 

5. Upcoming events & announcements from partners 

a. MNP auction dates: Mzongwana 28 June: this is the 3rd auction in the area 

 

b. Ecofutures EXPO 3-4 August 

The expo will be held at King Edward High School in Matat. The aim of this is to expose learners and 

entrepreneurs into the green economy. Attendees will be given an opportunity to fill an application and apply 

into the 2 year mentorship programme by the UCPP partners.  

6. Next meeting on the 11 October which will include feedback from Dartmouth students from their research 

projects. Urge people to attend as this will guide the UCPP research forum and work 

7. Closure and lunch! 

For presentations; please go to: https://umzimvubu.org/17th-qm-june2017-updates/ 


